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49 Printed books, newspapers, pictures and other products of the 
printing industry; manuscripts, typescripts and plans 

Notes 
1. This Chapter does not cover: 

a) photographic negatives or positives on transparent bases (Chapter 37); 
b) maps, plans or globes, in relief, whether or not printed (heading 9023); 
c) playing cards or other goods of Chapter 95; or 
d) original engravings, prints or lithographs (heading 9702), postage or revenue stamps, stamp-

postmarks, first-day covers, postal stationery or the like of heading 9704, antiques of an age ex-
ceeding one hundred years or other articles of Chapter 97. 

2. For the purposes of Chapter 49, the term «printed» also means reproduced by means of a duplicat-
ing machine, produced under the control of an automatic data processing machine, embossed, pho-
tographed, photocopied, thermocopied or typewritten. 

3. Newspapers, journals and periodicals which are bound otherwise than in paper, and sets of newspa-
pers, journals or periodicals comprising more than one number under a single cover are to be classi-
fied in heading 4901, whether or not containing advertising material. 

4. Heading 4901 also covers: 
a) a collection of printed reproductions of, for example, works of art or drawings, with a relative text, 

put up with numbered pages in a form suitable for binding into one or more volumes; 
b) a pictorial supplement accompanying, and subsidiary to, a bound volume; and 
c) printed parts of books or booklets, in the form of assembled or separate sheets or signatures, 

constituting the whole or a part of a complete work and designed for binding. 

However, printed pictures or illustrations not bearing a text, whether in the form of signatures or sep-
arate sheets, fall in heading 4911. 

5. Subject to Note 3 to this Chapter, heading 4901 does not cover publications which are essentially 
devoted to advertising (for example, brochures, pamphlets, leaflets, trade catalogues, year books 
published by trade associations, tourist propaganda). Such publications are to be classified in head-
ing 4911. 

6. For the purposes of heading 4903, the expression «children's picture books» means books for chil-
dren in which the pictures form the principal interest and the text is subsidiary. 

Swiss note 
1. For the purposes of this Chapter, the expression «printed tourist propaganda» shall be taken to 

mean matter intended to be distributed free of charge with the main purpose of encouraging the pub-
lic to visit foreign countries, particularly for meetings or exhibitions of cultural, touristic, sporting, reli-
gious or professional interest, provided that this printed matter does not contain more than 25% of 
private commercial advertising material and that it is obvious that its main purpose is tourist propa-
ganda. 


